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February 12-18 was National Cardiac Rehabilitation Week.
Having our very own Cardiac Rehabilitation team is fantastic, and
we figured it appropriate to celebrate them with an article.
Cardiac rehabilitation plays a significant role in improving
the health and physical performance of people at risk for heart
disease, as well as those who have been diagnosed with heart
dysfunction.
UMC’s cardiac rehab team focuses on quality of life for
patients. Each member of this team wants to see their patient feel
great!
“The easy side of what we do is that the patient will
get stronger,” said Brittany Womack, Cardiac & Pulmonary
Rehabilitation Supervisor. “They come see us, they get stronger.”
Many think of hospitalization, medication and surgeries as
life-saving events but often leave cardiac rehab out of the lifesaving equation—it plays a just-as-important role!
If a patient were to forgo rehab after an event, they likely
would be nervous about being active, which could result in them
not being active enough, which could then result in a greater risk
of another cardiac event happening, or even death.
Womack described many patients as confident as a result of
being seen by our cardiac rehab specialists.
“They are being held accountable and taking care of
themselves,” she said. “This really adds to their life rather than
taking it away.”
Aside from working to strengthen patients and their hearts,
our cardiac rehab team works to educate them on heart disease.
Cardiac rehab specialists go through risk factors with patients and teach them to understand
not only the importance of checking blood pressure and cholesterol levels but also what those
numbers mean. This ensures that patients know what could be a possible red flag and when to call
their doctor.
There are many stresses and emotional aspects of going through a cardiac event, as well. For
this reason, our cardiac rehab specialists also assist patients in being more aware of their mind.
“Twelve weeks of rehab doesn’t necessarily fix
them,” Womack said, “we use it as a tool for them to be
able to take care of themselves and do these exercises at
home.”
All of these wonderful things that cardiac rehab is able to do for
UMC’s patients really comes down to these two things: they are passionate
about what they do, and they love our patients.
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CONQUER FEARS

In August you read about a new cutting-edge procedure UMC introduced to
our region for heart failure patients called the Ventricular Assist Device, or VAD
(if you missed it visit umchealthsystem.com/professionals/for-employees). Since
then, Dr. Ralph Paone and Dr. Benjamin Hirsch have surgically implanted these
devices into seven people and expect to implant 20 more this year. We have
really come a long way with VAD implantation!
As with any procedure, many patients have fears, stresses, and worries
associated with both their heart failure and the possibility of undergoing surgery
to receive a VAD. For this reason, we hold a VAD support group at UMC.
“Getting a VAD implant is a similar process to having an organ transplant,”
said Nick Skeen, Vice President of UMC Cardiac Service Line. “So, people really
need that support.”
People from all walks of life attend the support group, and many of them
come away ending up the best of friends.
“It’s the perfect opportunity for patients to sit and talk with other patients,”
Skeen said. “It’s great for them to hear the VAD experience from others who
have gone through it. They give back to one another so much so that sometimes
on the day of a VAD implant, a few of them will come to encourage the other.”
When patients unsure about the procedure speak to others at the support
group, they leave with a new confidence built up in them, and they are ready to
conquer heart failure.
The VAD support group is helping many in our area in a major way, and we
are thrilled about it!
The support group began in September and meets every quarter (every
three months). It’s open to heart failure patients, patients thinking about
receiving a VAD, patients that could potentially receive a VAD, patients who have
already received a VAD, and patients who have received a VAD at other centers.
It’s also open to family members.
Thanks to our VAD coordinator, and Amy, a UMC social worker, who helped in getting this group started!

“It’s the perfect opportunity for
patients to sit and talk with
other patients”
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for Our Patients
Safety / Quality Pillar
At UMC, patient safety is our priority! In an effort to reduce patient
harm and ensure that every patient is safe, the 4-West Unit-Based Council
devised a multi-faceted approach to prevent falls.
This includes Lean Daily Management tools and “huddling” at the
beginning of each shift to discuss high-risk patients. In huddles, nurses
verbalize patients who are in yellow gowns, the need for bed alarms and
“fall precaution” signs on the door as cues.
In using these lean tools and making sure communication is open during huddles, the number of total falls in the unit has significantly decreased.
Although 4-West has not always successfully sustained a low fall rate, the staff of 4-West has demonstrated ongoing diligence and work through huddles
in order to prevent patient harm and successfully sustain a low fall rate. The staff in this unit have done a wonderful job at teaching each other best practices
for patient care.
Reducing harm will continue to remain our highest priority; although the cascading effects are positive for both patient flow and cost, as well.
Managing the variability between patients is a delicate but necessary function of an organization that is becoming a representation for quality nursing care.
Thanks for your dedication to patient safety!
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The UMC Gala is a years-long tradition directly benefiting our
hospital. Each year, the Gala serves as a celebration of funds raised
for projects in and around UMC.
This year was the fifth year in a row that money raised goes
directly to the expansion of burn and trauma.
Because UMC’s John A. Griswold Trauma Center serves as the
region’s only Level 1 Trauma center, UMC is the busiest emergency
care facility in the region. Last year alone, there were over 80,000
visits to the UMC Emergency Center.
The 2017 UMC Gala served to allow us to care even better for
our trauma patients.
We will now be able to fully renovate four existing trauma suites
and add two additional suites to accommodate the most complex
cases. The money raised this year will also equip these new suites
with state-of-the art technology.
“This expansion helps the entire region,” said Allison Hays,
Development Officer in the UMC Foundation. “Especially in the rare
occurrence of a mass casualty event. We will be able to better care
for multiple trauma patients at once.”
This year’s gala was a record-breaking year in terms of money
raised! We raised $362, 500 total—a significant amount compared
to years past.
“We are super excited that it’s a record-breaking financial
year for this event,” Hays said, “and really that just trickles down
to being able to provide better care to the region, and it helps our
employees.”
The money was raised through ticket sales, community
underwriting and vendor underwriting—the majority of it being from
community underwriting. This is an indication of how much our
community supports UMC, which is humbling!
We want to say a HUGE thanks to those who attended the UMC
Gala to celebrate with us, to the UMC Foundation for working hard
to raise funds and put the gala on, and to UMC Marketing and
others who helped make the gala a beautiful event.

“We are super excited that it’s
a record-breaking financial
year for this event”

NOW OPEN:
UMC ORCHARD PARK

UMC Orchard Park Family Medicine is now open on
114th and Richmond! Visit this location for you and your
family’s well-care.

CMN Miracle Kid Spotlight:

Claire Janssen
Growth Pillar
For over 30 years, UMC Children’s Hospital has been a proud partner of
Children’s Miracle Network (CMN), an alliance of over 170 premier children’s
hospitals.
Through this partnership, the latest medical equipment and services are
being offered right here in Lubbock.
Seeing Children go home healthy is the reward for the many dollars and
volunteer hours given to Children’s Miracle Network. Each year, CMN asks
children that have been treated at UMC to share their “miracle story.”
These stories help provide a glimpse into the many ways CMN and UMC
help to make miracles happen every day. Look for these stories right here
each month leading up to the News Channel 11 Celebration Telethon in June!

M

indy Janssen went in for a routine 20-week
ultrasound during her pregnancy with daughter, Claire,

when doctors realized something wasn’t quite right. The Janssens
were told the baby had a bright spot on her heart, her kidneys were enlarged, and
her cerebellum was smaller than expected.
Baby Claire’s condition was monitored during subsequent routine ultrasounds.
Much to the Janssens delight, the problems with Claire’s kidneys and heart ended
up correcting themselves, however, the cerebellum remained the same.
Mindy gave birth to Claire normally. However, at only two months old, a CAT
scan showed her ventricles were enlarged.
Doctors continued to routinely monitor her. An MRI scan was done at 19
months old to reveal Claire’s spinal fluid was not draining properly.
Dr. Muhittin Belirgen, pediatric neurosurgeon, decided to perform an
Endoscopic Third Ventriculostomy; he created a small hole in the anterior portion
of her third ventricle to allow the cerebrospinal fluid to flow normally. Claire was
in the hospital for three days and was able to go home right before Christmas—a
Christmas miracle.
Today, Claire is a joyful, healthy, 3-year-old animal lover! She has MRI’s every
six months to monitor her condition and continues to have speech and physical
therapy monthly. The Janssens are extremely grateful for the care Claire received
at UMC. Without it, they would not have their spunky 3-year-old!

Common People,

Uncommon Results
Teamwork Pillar

Andrew Carnegie, one of the most influential men in our country’s history,
once said, “Teamwork is the ability to work together toward a common
vision. The ability to direct individual accomplishments toward organizational
objectives. It is the fuel that allows common people to attain uncommon
results.”
YOU—our UMC employees—prove Carnegie’s statements about teamwork
every day. Most recently, your dedication to teamwork has been proven through
our Pediatric Trauma Level II verification.
UMC began the journey to obtaining certification for level II pediatric trauma
about 10 months ago. It took a lot of resources and a major team approach to
receive this verification!
In order to qualify to achieve Level II Pediatric Trauma, many aspects of
pediatric trauma care needed to be evaluated and reevaluated. Physician
and personnel recruitment was revamped to help fill our needs, different
performance improvement processes were implemented, and we had to
redefine our trauma bay to fit pediatrics. Essentially, each area of pediatric
trauma had to be made stronger.
Wendi McNabb, Director of Trauma & Burn Services described this feat as
impossible without a whole team working together. “It’s that team approach
to caring for kids that makes us a level II pedi trauma,” McNabb said. “It really
was a coordinated effort that took a lot of dedication. From PT/OT to IT to
Social Workers to Administration to Physicians to PICU staff to Surgeons to
the Foundation. It wasn’t one of those things that was kind of forced on us.
Everyone really wanted to do it.”
Behind the teamwork to obtain our Level II Certification for Pediatric Trauma
is an underlying motive for accomplishing this.
“It defines who we are in caring for
pedi injured kids,” said McNabb. “The
reason we go through re-verification is
to improve patient care. It’s not just to
put a banner on the wall. Ultimately, this
improves care for injured kids.”
It’s this care that we provide that
makes us a trauma center. We have always
cared for injured children, we just want everyone to know how well.
This is a big deal. Many large hospitals in Texas don’t care for children at all,
and we are just one of two hospitals in the region to have this verification.
Way to go UMC! YOU are exceptional at working as a team to attain
uncommon results.

“It defines
who we are in
caring for pedi
injured kids”

Letters of
Legacy
Service Pillar
Greetings to the AWESOME staff of UMC, 6th floor CICCU!
You guys were wonderful. Mr. Tim Johnson was our main day
nurse, but there were many others who were there to help and
reassure us that everything would indeed be OK! There were a
few angels that I got to know while at UMC—all angels of the
6th [floor]. Please take a mug-rug or coaster. These were made
from MY HEART with appreciation and prayers that each of you
will have a blessed life. We thank you ALL.

Letters of Legacy are letters received by UMC administrators
highlighting the tremendous work done by UMC staff. If you
have received such a letter and would like to submit it for
nomination, please forward to Chris Duncan.

For the dedicated caregivers at UMC, serving patients
is more than a job – it’s a calling.
With the Guardian Angel program, patients can honor that calling
through a charitable gift to the UMC Foundation recognizing the
caregiver who made a difference during their stay. Donations
help provide the specialized equipment and support that saves
lives. The most recent Guardian Angel recipients are:

In Memory Of
Janice Furgerson
Family Birth Center

Remembering you, always.

Rose Carrizales
(Service Development & Regional Outreach)

UMC EVS
Linen Control
Watch for a feature on Norma in the March issue of Progress Notes!

Employee of the Month
February
Chloe Law, RN
UMC 5 West
Chloe was caring for an elderly patient who was in need of
placement in a skilled nursing facility. She came in on her day off
to help look for one that was a fit for him. This was truly kind and
beyond what anyone asked of her!

Attending of the Month

Stephanie Stinson, BSN, RN, CCRN

February
Brian Payne, MD

UMC Emergency Center-Pediatric
Dr. Payne doesn’t just treat our emergent pediatric patients and
call his job done. He takes the time to explain exactly what is
going on in a way the patient’s parent(s) understand. He is great!

February

House Staff of the Month
January

Joshua Thomas, MD

Jeremiah Davis

Kat Foster

Heather Exum

LaTricia Boyd

Texas Tech Physicians Family Medicine
We are so glad to have Dr. Thomas! He is always friendly and
obviously has naturally-good bedside manner. He is always
willing to help others succeed, as well.

602 Indiana Avenue
Lubbock, Texas 79415
806.775.8200

ENTER OUR

GIVEAWAY!

WHY IT
MATTERS:

There are five hidden UMC logos [ ] in Progress Notes. Find all of them, and email us before the end of the
month with the locations and your name will be put into a drawing for a $25 gift card. One winner will be selected.
To enter, send an email with the locations to Danielle.Hathcoat@umchealthsystem.com. Good luck! The winner
of January’s contest was Amanda Samarripa-Gonzales, UMC Manager Pt. Access Admitting!

Food + Nutrition

Continuing to dig into of the beginning and purpose of Service is Our Passion—our
universal why at UMC—we see the importance of our culture, carried out in various
departments. This time, we observe our culture’s importance in the Food and Nutrition
Department.
Every year, Food and Nutrition serves 1.4 million meals—wow! The fact that our very own
are able to feed that many people is remarkable. With 11 perfect health inspection scores the
past four years, this department really is doing a fantastic job!
What is it that motivates this department to make sure they keep a 100% safe
environment to serve over a million meals in? To ensure the best care to people—whether
patients or staff. This is their why.
Their why is accomplished as a team. Each member of Food and Nutrition works together
to keep patients and staff fed with food prepared in the safest kitchen in Lubbock.
Food and Nutrition is passionate about nourishing those in our hospital and taking care of
people who take care of people. They perform with the optimum safety standards to ensure the
best care to ALL.
Think about your why as it relates to your department. What sets you apart from others in
your field around the globe? It’s only then that you can be your absolute best.

Search UMC Health System on YouTube and watch the UMC Food & Nutrition why video on
our channel!

